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Insights from 
The Process 
Optimization Report

The process era is here  
and business leaders know  
the opportunity is huge…

They identify many factors driving 
the need to optimize processes.

But the opportunity is still  
largely untapped.

Businesses are turning  
to process optimization 
technologies.

There are many reasons  
for this lack of progress.

As AI redefines our world, 
the urgency around process 
optimization is building.

Process excellence leaders  
are paving the way – and 
reaping the rewards.

Get a new perspective on 
enterprise process optimization. 
Read The Process  
Optimization Report.

Download now

83% say processes 
are their greatest 
lever for value and 
fastest lever for 
change

72% of those using 
AI are concerned 
that process issues 
may hold back AI 
breakthroughs over 
the next two years

99% say process 
optimization is 
important to meet 
organizational 
objectives

73% feel a lack of 
visibility is holding 
process excellence 
efforts back

Interest in harnessing AI 
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Changing customer expectations

Cost reduction Supply chain disruptions

Competitive pressure in our sector Macroeconomic pressures

Complying with legislation or regulation ESG demands
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Not a priority 
as we’re often 
in firefighting
mode 

29%
Resistance 
to change within 
the organization 

There’s always one

Business-critical processes 
within departments

Barriers to optimizing departmental processes

Timeframe for investment

Cross-departmental 
process alignment

More than 1,200 business leaders 
interviewed across Europe and the  
United States – including 300 working 
in process excellence or operations. 
 
Get a new perspective on enterprise 
process optimization.
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5% Not aligned

https://www.celonis.com/processreport-pex

